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a TaCTICAL WEAPON FOR 5111
From An Article In “Specula", by Tc® Bearden, 
With Clips, Quotes & Cöaments by the Editor..

Bearden is a retired Lieutenant Ccl^nel of the U.S. Army 
who lives near the Anny's rocket center in Han:-, ■ l i.,
He says he holds a Master of Science degree from a Georgia Col
lege, in Nuclear Engineering. He is part of an "ur s : und*’ 
network of physicists in 20 countries who exchange id - ad 
publications on advanced subjects and “unusual phenomena“. For ; 
the past seven years he has been developing a theory to explain 
Radionic functions. He calls it "psychotronics/psychoenergetics".

What is the result of these years of research into this bor
derland science? The startling conclusion that Russian physicists 
picked up the idea of Radionics many years ago and tumed its use 
to a tactical weapon for the military: And, it’s COL Bearden’s 
contention that the Russian push into this radical area of phy- 
sics came from Stalin himself, immediately after World War II 
and our s_Ä~t.~ng revelation of the atomic bomb at Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki.

“Soviet scientlsts were ordered by S*-a_:.n ely seek
another area of great breakthrough -- such as the LJ, itcomic 
bomb had been -- and to leave no stone unturned in their search,“ 
writes Bearden.

He attributes their success to the fact that Russian agents 
in the United States in the 1920s were on bann ~ ' serve the
demonstration of Dr. T. Henry Moray*s Free Energy 'ice at his 
laboratory in Salt Lake City. “An engineer named Frazer -- a 
Soviet agent and perhaps even a ‘double agent’ -- was planted 
in the lab and succeeded in leaming how to build the Basic 
detector device.”

Moray wanted to turn his Invention over to the U.S. Govern
ment to be used for the benefit of all, fool; but the U.S. Sena
tor invited to witness one of the successful demonstrations of 
the electric generating power of the Free Energy device wanted 
Moray to turn it over to the Utah Power and Light Company for 
private This Moray refused. to v so then Frazer
urged him to take his invention and Creative so _- to Russia 
where he would unlimited facilities to carry on his work with 
government support! Moray wisely refused to do this also but 
while on a trip to New York an attempt was made to ’~ m i. 
according to Bearden, and take him to Russia. Later, when Moray
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returned ~ . ,1 . . ? i City, he was shot ' ; riably by Fra ' 
and the do ~ : ent took a hämmer and saashed the : ■ -<
as Bearden calls it.

MIKB-0VE1-IÄTTE1 MESSING
So, details of Moray’s Psychotronic Generator made their way 

to y r1 rig before Vr-c *’ar II, but apparently orthodox Rus- 
sian phy : ; r as unimpressed as were American physicists 
-- __  1 t as impressed by t.w . r . zj r L ■
Vacutsn, as Bearden and his physicist frie . . ~ . A Mystic
calls it Gm_k love mar.l esc in «xtion. The ~ „ _ 1 . ■ . r l-i Irma.
Herrn.. r « , 1.., 1-, the Aether of th-r w charged with
elemer' .. 1 ■> - 's hich makes things happen in the ph - -

teacher** during World War II was Wolf Messing, a
' i - -- r_ Mentalist who fled the Nazi Invasion of his home- 

land to tu.- . w . „9. This is not in Bear-.e. ■. in
'‘Psychic Discoveries Behind The Iron Curtain” by Ostrander and 
Schroeder, Chapter 4:

”Wolf Messing was no try mentalist but a celebrated
chic who'd traveled the world, had been ’tested" by such Ium- 

inaries as Einstein, Freud and Gandhi, and had hobnobbed with 
people in high places. His friends had included the late Marshai 
Pilstidski and much of the Polish government."

The Nazis were looking for Messing when they invaded Poland. 
He hac . : ' _ . r : teyrcded and inj _ous end. There was
a reward of 200,000 marks out for his apprehension and arrest. 
Stalin w--. .. e to have Messi.-., 5 oll-. - ' .< ?d the minds 
of the German leaders so their next moves could be anticipated. 
In the 39 years since then it is to be expected that Russian men
tal ists have perfected the technique : :ing the brains of
world leaders. Stalin also hoped to use Messing’s hypnotic powers 

j ...- and the German generals into massive mistakes in
judgment.

From Messing’s autobiography, "About Myself", Ostrander and 
Schroeder picked this story of Stalin’s test of Messing*s powers, 
the robbery of the Moscow Gosbank of 100,000 rubles.

”*I walked up to the cashier and handed him a blank piece 
of paper torn from a school notebook,’ says Messing» Then he opened 
an attache case and put it on the counter. Then he mentally 
willed the cashier to hand over the enormous sum of money. The 

er' - -ed at the paper. He opened up the safe and
took out 100,000 rubles. Messing stuffss -oe banknotes into the 
case and left. He joined Stalin s two : 1 .. : wit s. s in 
Charge of the experiment. l: they had attested that the ex- 
periment had been satisfactorily performed, Messi ■ 1 ed to
the cashier. As he began passing him the packages of bank notes, 
the cashier lookecl at hin», looked at the blank e of notepaper
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on - ; :_jk, and feil to the floor v s i a heart attack.
""Lucki'ly it wasn’t fatal,* says Messing.”

There were other tests :: .< i ?.. - ' n.- - e. _ 1 ” - rig
colors. The news was not suppressedbut . hed freely in 
Russian papers as Messing toured the nation deraoi -w' ig mind 
over tr.a:.ar. He became as famous in Russia as he had been rt 
Western Europe. Officially, the ' er ..m government was even 
more skeptical and critical of psychic powers than other govern- 
ments here in the West; neverthel^.: l . i : .
them had been planted in the highest s _Soviets;
so the lussian physicists set out < ‘ American atomic
suofs- - tnething even more frightful with full encourage- 
ment and support from their ; lers.

itr L : of power
' - e most Jewish males, is an atheist. Tt.i 

him an ideological bedfellow with Stalin and the other lussian 
leaders, ' : l reincarnated Lemurians whose only
,!god*’ is power. This makes them r.tc.-. . . u.'..css with 
the godless Lunar Pitris, e..~:s"~ s.u <ents from the Moon, 
which itself was once part of a langer planet which we call 
Mir'F. Other, smaller fragmerc.^ ;f si ~ w its
original orbit around the Sun, between Mars and Jupiter.

If I read D.K. ’s "Treatise On Cosmic Fire*’ aright, these 
Lunar Pitris failed Judgment Day on Maldek. They misguided 
mankind on that imfortunate planet into an alloxit war using 
weapons of absolute power -- according to certain Flying Saucer 
cc-.t-,^ -es. In the years since I first learned that, in my 
UFO research, I wandernd what those weapons of ”abs er”
were; for these are supposed to be even more destructive than 
atomic weapons. Now, with COL Bearden*s revelations of Radionic 
weaponry development in Russia,. I believe I have an answer.

The failed Lunar Pitris "feil'* to the planet Earth along 
with their guiding genius, Lucifer or Satan. Here they are 
'‘condemned*’ to work with infant mankind as we ;
that pi-’-.r. : . _ i ■ ized by the Christ, practicing our God- 
like powers on each other.

On page 392 of the "Treatise", through ' . .y, D.K.
wrote: it is an interesting occult fact that our Earth should
now be in L- ’ f’ ~ ’ round, and paralleling the Venusian scheme, 
but the Moon chain of our scheine (which included the planet Mal- 

>aw a period of temporary retardation of the evolutionary 
process of our Heavenly Man (the God of the Earth); it res- . 
in a temporary slowing down of His activities, and caused * lost 
time’, if such an expression might reverently be permitted. The 
Lords of the Dark Face, or the inherent forces of matter for a 
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time achieved success (that *success' was the destruction of one 
of the school rooms of the Solar System!), and only the fifth 
round of our chain will see their ultimate defeat.

THE COMING OF THE GUARDIANS, FROM VENUS
The Lords of the Dark Face apparently almost succeeded In 

destroying the Earth back in Lenrarian times, after having been 
dumped here from Maldek. D.K. continues: "The Venusian scheine 
also had its battleground, but the planetary Logos of that scheine 
overcanse the antagonistic forces, triumphed over material forms 
(and their psychotronic weapons of absolute power), and was con- 
sequently in a position -- when the right time came -- to apply 
the needed Stimulation or an increased fiery Vibration to our 
Earth scheine.

“The fact that outside help was called in during the third 
(Lemurian) root race of this chain, and that the evolution of 
manas (mind) brought about the individualisation, in physical 
form, of the Avatar, needs to be pondered upon. The Divine 
Manasaputra, the Lord of the World, took form Himself through 
the driving Impulse of manas, inherent in His nature, and in 
some mysterious way this was aided by another Heavenly Man of 
another scheme.”

On page 618 D.K. writes: “The Lunar Pitris, *the builders 
of man’s lunar body*, and their correspondence in the other 
kingdoms of nature, are the sumtotal of the dense physical body 
of the Logos. . . They are the product of an earlier solar System; 
their activity dates from there. . . That is why the physical 
body is considered no principle (either for man or the Solar 
Logos); that is why the lower nature is considered evil, and why 
man 'must slay his lunar body’. Evil is that which can.be con
trolled and subdued but which is permitted to govern. The posi
tive can always manipulate the negative. When the negative line 
is followed and the line of least resistance to that which is no 
principle is pursued, then we have evil.“

And thus we have the great religions of the world and their 
false Gods, blindly worshipped by millions of ignorant and super- 
stitious humans, ready to commit any crime in the name of the 
false Christ, Looeamong; the false Mohammed, Thoth-Gabriel; the 
false Buddha, Kabalactes; the false Brahm, Ennochissa; and for 
the priests who are their physical plane agents. There will be 
no peace on earth until these warring Gods and their nasses of 
hypnotized followers are somehow neutralized; nor will there be 
any large-scale, public contact with advanced beings from Venus 
and elsewhere. The Cormunist "priesthood“ is under the control 
of Lunar Pitris, Moon Gods, too; and as long as the desire for 
power dominates their every waking moment, these “Dr. Fausts” 
of Russia will continue the struggle to expand their control of 
a large part of the earth, with bigger and bigger weapons.
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Ezr/I h.5 PRISON WARDENS!

On page 780 of the "Tres‘. c-t , . - . :: “There are Pitris
who work in connection with a planet, and with a so a as
well as those who work with the huaan kingdom. They embody the 
energy of substance as demoirst - d _ a scheine and a
human cy

"There are also in connectim ir pec _ . _ - _ heme
those Lunar Pitris who reached t in
the Moon chain. They are deva groups but they have not passed 
through the hwao stage; for the» it has yet to be achieved; and 
their present experience in connect'o~ e Hwic - archy
has that end in view. . . The if :: - : - Id give man his 
consciousness (his soul or a . , s Lunar Pitris could
give to „r rms ^nstinctual consciousness of his vehicles (the 
lower, concrete mind, emotions and body, his Lower Self). . . 
r-u: in r L- • chain a pe« * ‘ * i - - - was brought
about through the planetary failure coincident with the moon 
chain; that is the cause of the present balancing of forces on 
this chain. . . "

we look upon the 
öarth as the jail for 
failed or straggling hu- 
mäns, then we see the 
backward Luna ". : - who
are committed to this 
planet too as our jailers 
or prison wardens who 
both habe us and envy us. 
because we are ahead of 
them in ev< on. We 
have souls and they do 
not. The re .e : -aship 
is well illustrated by 
this picture from the LA 
"Times", an Associated 
Press photo.

Dion Fortune expres
sed it well in her wri
tings when she spoke of 
the "two-year old dog 
guarding a two-year old 
child”. Trouble is our 
"guardians” are leading 
us down a seif-destruc- 
tive path by encouraging 
us to de estructive
weapons which may well 
destroy all Life on the 

WHO'S IN CHARGE?—Atef Kohn, 2, of Fnncetori, N.J., taices ras 
Great Dane, Sam, for a walk—or is it the other way around? 

AFWIret*»*'
planet!
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SATAÄ-UJCIFE1» THE 011 1 <7 . - T” M-
.: mir m . - .1 -ie r ' ~..n • _ 4 " h . ■ t . - :

• sr.Ä . : .e ....‘i,:-, r l the right track,
there should . -r - 4. rmation in the literature of the Wes- 

3'. . • >-•_ v one = u -1 u. s of the martyred
Hebrew prophet, Isaiah, about Lucifer, verse 14:12: **How art 
ti c.-t . .Ti heaven, o day-star, son of the morning! How 
are thou cut down do the ground, that thou dist lay low the 
nations. « . " Not only the nations 'but a whole planet!

Another is in tr.e --nurgs of the fainous Eoglish man of 
Lord Byron, who apparently came to realize that he was 

a reincarnated Maldekian. There is such an : m
populr-, _ -amatic poem, "Manfred”, published ' The first
ek..m of 20,000 co'i.-: 30 1 ort tu- * '* *' c-

We dont know where this I. . 1 . .
Scotch ancec.r _earned his ritua» t".
he was widely read; and Cabe’'" r-incis Barret-7 "
well known work, ”The ‘^-3. • _ . < .
■iigencer”, was published in London in 1801. Thea 
la ? _ - t- year on the Continent he - •
sor'.is in a Franciscan convent in Athens in 1811.
Afiengthy i'. w * r-itzerland, in the - s, in 
1816 and 17 gave him the setting l.z .-1 .

: It is supposed ,2 lia c - n but perceptiw
readers, including the late Richard Sha
Cavern World fame, read "Hanfre.." . . - <- .
true, with Byron as the H 1,, > »ing a suc
cessful evokation of Elementais of Earth, Air, 
Fire and We _ ,• _ \ oalet high in the Alps 011 a
storwy night. As we point out in t > ihure,

Lord Byron

”The Realitv of the Cavern World”, so inspired was Shaver by his 
reading of f’Manfred” that he , and obtained on first trial
an elernental world contact hin;-. :■

Here are a couple of ap~ rt> juotes from Manfred‘s rit r- .

°If it be so. -- Spirits of Earth and Air,
Ye shall not so elude me! By a power
Deeper than all yet urged, a tyrant spell,
Which h? : - r ■ : r 1 -. i ' " c - oned,
The burning wreck of a demolished world,
A wandering hell in the eternal Space;
By the strong curse which is upon my Soul,
The thought which is within and around nie,
I do compel ye to my will -- Appear!”

ley did appear, in turn, appn . 0. t ■' ipres« - : . ;s
of the four elements, and several more besides!
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The sixth for instance, from some unplumbed deep:
"My du T _ng is the shadow of the night,
Why doth thy magic torture me with light?”

Number seven was the Old Boy himself apparently, Lucifer, 
who first appeared only as a spot of light, but the voice was 
clear enough to the expectant Manfred:

”Th l which n c? thy destiny
... r. : ere earth began, by Me;
It was a ’ . m« as fresh and fair
As e'er revolved round Sun in air;
Its course was free and regulär,
Space bosomed not a lovelier star.
The Hour arrived -- and it became
A wandering mass of shapeless flame
A pathless Comet, and a curse
The menace of the Universe;
Still rolling on with innate t. ,
Without a sphere, without a course, 
A bright deformity on high, 
The rnonster of the upper sky!
And Thou! beneath its influence bom --
Thou worm! whom I obey and scom -- 
Forced by a Power (which is not thine 
And lent thee but to make thee mine) 
For this brief moment to descend, 
Where these weak Spirits round thee bend 
And parley with a thing like thee -- 
What would’st thou, Child of Clay! with me?"

All Manfred Lord Byron wa^td was forgetfulness, but this 
the Spirits of the unseen world couid not give him. They offered 
him power over the kingdom of the flesh. Manfred had already 
learned that kind of power was dust and ashes in his mouth. For
getfulness they couid not give him; for was he not a God -- or 
et least an immortal being -- as they? And how can a God destroy 
himself? He cannot. He can only change his form! tte; some 
fruitless palaver with the Spirits Manfred askes the leader to 
reveal himself. does, as a beautiful woman! Manfred tries 
to clasp "h m and falls senseless to the floor.

"THE MYSTERY OF THE MOON”
"The three lower Deva Orders," writes D.K. in the "Treatise”, 

"the lower fifth, the sixth and the seventh, have a dose Connec
tion with the moon. They are the building agents which -(working 
on the involutionary matter of the three worlds) construct the 
lower three bodies of incarnating man. They are a branch of the 
Lunar 'Pitris, but the fact she. s be remembered that this particu- 
lar branch. of the pitris are those functioning in our particular 
scheine, and are closely allied with our Planetary Logos. Groups 
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of these Petres are found wherever man is in incarnation in all 
the Scheiness but in other schemes the» elfter .---mewhat from 
ours, as the ‘Mystery of the Moon’ is connected with a peculiar 
esoteric conditlon which concems our cw~ olanetary Logos.”

THE SCENE OF THE CRIME

It is my belief that the "peculiar esoteric conditlon" D.K. 
speaks of is the result of the natural destructiveness of man 
being allowed to run its course on the planet Maldek. The plan
etary Logos allowed the Lunar Pitris of Maldek to guide the atomic 
physicists into the construction of Radionic or Psychotronic wea- 
pos of absolute power. They were used in an all-out war between 
the "Russia", the "China", the "America” of Maldek.

After the total destruction of Maldek billions of souls had 
to be parceled out among the other planets of the solar system 
to redeem themselves and to continue their evolution. Millions 
of those lost souls are incarnated here on earth, facing the 
test of the same crisis again, along with the Lunar Pitris who 
misguided them to the destruction of Maldek.

"We knew what they were doing but we did not interfere," was 
the message to Ric Williamson and his contact group in Arizona in 
1952. The implication was that this time, on this planet, the 
Guardians will interfere if we cannot control ourselves.

In July 1969 our space science succeeded in putting a man 
on the Moon. The word circulating in esoteric circles here on 
the surface of the earth was that Neil Armstrong had "returned 
to the scene of the crime”. In the light of the Information we 
have pulled together here, the Moon is no longer a mystery; and 
we understand the cryptic reference to the "crime" of Armstrong’s 
first Steps on that big remnant of Maldek out there. We also 
understand the deeper implications of COL Bearden's revelations 
concerning the development of Radionic weapons by Russian physi
cists. The cycle repeats itself from planet to planet. Those 
who fail to learn to use their Cosmic Power constructively will 
take the work over, and over, and over again until they do learn. 
There are two ways to go. The Fire Elementals that D.K. writes 
of in his "Treatise” will help us in either direction. The choice 
is up to us.

It is this esoteric phase of the creation and control of 
power of which the Russian radionic physicists are ignorant. If 
they could see the gleaming eyes of the ugly elementals eagerly 
watching developments in the laboratories of these Russian Dr. 
Fausts, they would run screaming through the night! Nevertheless 
they have committed themselves to the destructive use of "bits 
of vacuum" -- as Bearden trans Lates it. Yes, the physicists who 
spoke of the Zero State as being nothing, have found through Ra-
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dionics and t . _ :_ dev- _ lents of nuclear physics that 0
is Something! In fact it is Everything. It is Infinity -- 
the ir.___- wer of God, everywhc.- ‘ it. Dr. T. Henry
Moray saw it more correctly than his fellow scientists of the 
1920s when he spoke of "The Sea Of Energy In Which The Earth 
Floats". In fact that is the title of the book which he wrote 
about his success in building and using a psychotronic genera- 
tor, a "free energy" device which tapped that Sea of Energy.

THE ■ - UANTUM EM] .9 AND ABSORPTION OF VIRTUAL PHOTONS
It is a great mental exercise for one steeped in esoteric 

Science, like your editor, to struggle through the tortured men
tal gyrations of the nuclear physicist as he uses quantum mech- 
anics to explain the power of Mind over Matter -- or of Love -- 
or Hate -- in action, if you prefer.

Here’s an example from COL Be< ’s opus: "In quantum 
mechanics, electric is conceived as being created by
the subquantum emission and absorption of virtual photons. E.G. 
by extinguishing the virtual photons on an electron, the elec- 
tron loses its Charge, being converted to a neutrino and moving 
away through matter or anything eise at the speed of light with 

bability of interaction.
"For an electron locked in orbit by integral DeBroglie waves 

(Bohr theory, which is sufficient here), its Charge cannot nor
mally be extinguished, but an electron in a current flowing 
along a wire is not so protected and it can therefore be extin
guished. I.e., currents in electromagnetic circuits -- automo
bile Systems, radars, radios, lasers, satellites, human nervous 
Systems, etc. -- can be interfered with or even extinguished by 
this means. (As has been amply demonstrated by Flying Saucers 
over the years. RHC)

"The effect can be modulated upon electromagnetic carriers, 
but in an unusual sense. I.e., this type of modulation is vir- 
ty _ L it does not simply i • photons as does norr ..

■©magnetic modulation (AM) or change frequency of the pho
tons produced (FH) -- rather it is modulated onto each individ
ual photon itself, in its unseparated bT portion (a photon is 
comj AEhT without any Separation).

"The virtual state may be of as nested Shells of
physical reality contained or enfolded inside the element of 
time contained in each quantum of action. It is thus contained 
in, and carried 'by, the photon.’’

Mind over matter is a Hyperfield over an Electromagnetic 
Field and this is the basis of Spiritual Healing or Absent 
treatment, with the mind or augmented by a Radionic broadcast 
treatment Instrument. The point Bearden makes here is "there 
exist more fundamental component fields than electromagnetic
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~ -■ ‘-se *h'.. r - ttronagmetic field
itself. These hyperfields can 21? ;
- 2stLa.gr - s? or virtual photons."

The defliate_ ,a „J a .aut. m _-u a. = seance room --
or of a Flying Saucer in our atmosphere, are good exai of 
the "extixiguishinj tttromagnetic fields also the re- 
gress ion :er tusjor!

THE MENTAL STATE IS THE VIRTUAL STATE
“’Mind* is also such a '.urtual reality. I.e., an ‘joser- 

ver's mi equally as real as any observable, but it
is merely in the virtual state and is t-.c? photons.
' Psychotronics ’ (CzechcH. ’ akian term) or ’ psychoenergetics ’ 
(Soin=. _ x r r . -.x - l-._-.-u to this = 1^ . uship between
’mind’ l .! o • - . end ’pt-'£ eh .-.'.ange* o rr-ed by the 

•» aerver. I.e., the Soviets have for some time been aware that 
there is no difference between mental state and virtual state, 
and that a thought or a thought form is a virtual object.”

Radionics is the American teno the constructive use of
... - therapy. While Dr. Koray was proving that the
10, _ ~ es indeed float in a sea of energy, in hi ; _(;ke

City lab in the early 1920s, Dr. Abrams was proving the same 
thing in his clinical work in San Francisco, and a Ru;
emigre engineer named Georges Lakhovsky was proving something 
similar '• . . 11: ■ Oscillators and sii , -h's . tops
in Paris. Living tissue co' l • ' ted for th-. .-Ar. by
the thought of health super-imposed upon e1ectro-magnetic waves. 
The pb ~ ' ■' this "the ki-^'’->'<• Tüct", - ■•-■--ing to
B »n. The esotericist is reminded of the Statement of Jesus 
in 1 ew 9:22: "Thy faith hath made thee whole," and Abrams 
and those whole followed on after him in 1 nie research in 
America and England added electronlc am s to their broad-
cast treatment equipment. Here’s how COL Bearden explains it:

”The PT patterns/effects can be mo-s • - onto -.wnro-
magnetic signals, even of very low inte - and still affect 
living Systems because of the kir-. _ _ I.e., the psy-
clj' .-»nie virtual state modulatTönT”) r■ ed off the living 
system (in the acupu. , . . -- points near the surface of the skin) 
and introduced onto the human nervous system where they begin 
to coher. - • superpose as tin ■ - Such collection reaches
the quantum threshold and observxj.= - .ränge results.
Ti: , is actually w..s . ~ . - - e Kirlian photo
graphy -- hunian hyperfield activity is collected
and kindled into weak electromagnetic field on the spark dis-^ 
Charge, re:. _ .- an electrical change (usu^ . _s: weak).
The actual ph hic film only records ordinary photochemical
interaction.!ä (How the lussian physicists have turned these PT 
effects into weapons will be reviewed in the next J il.)
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COÜITIM ,  J  - : : ;; r.JGUti
By David Wilkinson

Pro® the Find! "Open Letter”

I am one of those unique (odd) individuals who, froni earl- 
iest memory, wai ed. I was content to wait un
til my ei.s- s-enti.es, but I spend my a _ _ «cent and teen-age 
years dez- " . s . v ~ o Aat i - - ~ u * like.
I met was I eiws : ~ - ed to be thte _ 1 _ffient of this dream when 
I was a junior in College. She was bea il, comf m i • 
quiet, musical, compassionate an -- In other
words I saw her as the perfect inate.

We courted for four years (can you imagine?), spending 
anticipating the beauty and harmony as husband
and wife. I distinctly remember ^f^’rd'ng at tl -- looking
at my bride who was approaching nie from the back of the church, 
and thinking ”What have I myself into?” No longer could
I - l life. I had placed myself in a posi
tion of having to dernonsträte the reality of it.

It seems God has placed us in a sii here at
Findhorn, and in many other places in o " wars
we have been receiving guidance through Eileen that we are to 
be a ’ Lv " ' . , and that our work here is to usher in
the new age. That is a worthy band wagon to board as we create 
in our awareness i* this city of
the future where all will be perfect, where all will be filled 
with love and light. It has been s, to get
temporarily lost in the vision and glamour of it all. But then 
one day, not so long ago, •• - '-idy arme - - . ' inunity
m-e;: ig: ”It is here! We are the new ' ' and we
most be r ad!” Others in the family co '~ied it. ”Yes, 
it is here, and we must be respo

I was sndderily taken back to the memory of looking up the 
aisle from the - - - this woman who r mching me, and
thinking, ”l‘m not so sure I want to be a part of this after 
all. Th« • too much respons_ . • involved.”

A number of years ago Eileen Caddy received these words 
that speak to this issue of responsibility:

”My beloveds, the work of this centre is to usher in the 
new age, to raise the vibrations by the awareness of the Christ 
Consciousness within each one, to find direct cor Me,
to bring down My kingdom on earth and see it start right here 
and go out and out to the four comers of the earth... Never 
_ ' z: -hat it all ' . r ith you, t - < are respc-:'-<g
and you can do something about the state of the world by a com- 
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plete change of heart and mind and spirit... It is when you 
each shoulder your responsibilities and Do something about it 
that change will come about; in small ways to begin with, then. 
spreading out and out until all is included."

THE TRANSFORMATION OF CIVTLITÄTIGT
What an exciting thought this is! Uniting our will with 

God’s will in order to bring about a new order for civilization. 
The thought, however, must be expressed not just through the 
thinking, but also through the doing. "Be ye therefore doers 
of the word” is the Bibilical injunction. It’s far more glam- 
ourous to reflect about it, read books about it and hold Sem
inars and workshops about it. But this isn't what ushers in the 
new age.

Really allowing God’s will to become part of our everyday 
life is what brings about transformation of civilization. Weed- 
ing our gardens (our physical, emotional and spiritua" garrens), 
beautifying our homes, contributing perfection to our work de- 
partiuents, establishing right relationships with each other 
and our environment, going the second mile, and the third, and 
the fourth, and the dreary fifth, are all part of the unglam- 
orous ways of ushering in the new age. It’s all part of the 
marriage.

Occi* mally one might hear a ~a:nt 
"I dont think I can keep up this pace!”

Yet here is precisely where our 
thinking seems to be undergoing transi- 
tion; for the pace seems no longer our 
pace but God’s. Repeatedly in the past 
few weeks I have heard Community mem
bers make the observation that they 
seem to be doing more than they ever 
thought possible. It’s a new under-
Standing of "doing** as well. Increas-
ingly we are working not just to get 
tne jco done, but to actually bring 
into our environment (our every day 
working world) the "plan of love 
and light”. The crescendo of acti
vity continues as we extend our li- 
mits together.

"What is all this for?” you 
might ask. Two thousand years ago 
there was a man named John impri- 
soned on an Island in the Medi- 
terranean. (Apollonius of Tyaria, 
RHC) He heard voices and saw vi- 
sions that relate to 
pening on our planet

voice calling out,

what is hap- 
at this time.
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He rec:-t“' ^1 his v:; - n in the- i * r: u ”1 saw a new heaven 
and a new earth... I saw a new Jerusalem coming down from God 
out of heaven as bee f _ i 2 „o - . x?. i-d for her hus
band... Then w- 'tu-' the throne. ’You
see this city? Here God lives among men... Now I am making the 
whole of creation new.’ (Revelation 21).

WE MUH ri . I 'LIZED!
All of us all over the plar^ - -it -t, 4 „i _ed to expand. our 

awareness of what is happening. A : । the ”new civi
lization. game" and spend hon-* ' . . seting on wu. - '/ing in the 
new age will be like. How will re : hips change? What will
our s.mdes be toward money? What shape will business take? 
These are que : ns many peer.~ ~~ deali:. - : x ri|ht now. But 
then f .-r addy’s words ring out loud and clear: wIt, is here! 
We are the new civilization, and we must be civilized!?’

Such a Statement deals not with forms, but with consciousness; 
a change from a consciousness of lack to one of abundance, from 
mediocrity to excellence anc wr:r. .m, from doubt and scepti- 
cism to absolute assurance that the plan of love and light is 
working out in each occasion of experience. All this does de- 
mand respoi . But we are never challenged with more than
we aoi le i' re spend to. The pe-y*. e cre gathered and ready. 
The music of the spheres is already playing. The courting days 
are over. The marri^^- aas begun«

* ± *

HIn a .'o .p meditation guided by one of the Findhorn gar- 
deners, members of an r. . _3up were asked to try to
coimunicate with the angel of the Findhom garden. I accepted the 
challenge with an open mind and the spirit of adventure. After 
a few quiet monients I sensed a Presente. Willing, for the mo
ment, to take it to be the angel, I greeted it »thically 
with: * : You must be very pleased and proud of what you
have created here,’ I offered tentatively.

: H*Yes,* came the reply, ’but I am busier than you can even
imagine; my responm'.lie far beyond where you are 
today, fax beyond Scotland.’

"'üow can that be? Surely if there is an ai of Findhorn
Garden then there must be an angel of Britain, China or whatever? 
And if that is so, then how c you have « - •- . ' 'ih-
tant, if your concern is just with Findhorn Garden?’ I asked.

”The reply was instantaneous. ’Because, you see, the Find- 
hom garden is not really a place. It is a spirit. And wherever 
that spirit is, so am. I. Throughout the planet, wherever the 
Findhorn books are r wherever guests of Findhom and former 
community members now live, there too is the Findhom garden. 
And so, there too, am I.*’*

David E. Platts
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"To Bigotry No Sancticm”

GEORGE WASHINGTON AN JS LIBERTY
By Albert J. Menendes

“Church & State” December 1978

The _ r butions of our ~ .t to the cause of
rrügl ..s liberty are not so widely known as those of Jefferson 
and Madison» Nevertheless, by both word and deed, Washington 
lent his infiuence to the cause of freedom of conscience.

In his pi proclamations Washington etnphasized the iro- 
portance of religious freedom for the
-eace and security of society. In a 
1792 letter to Sir Edward Newenham, he 
spoke of the Situation in Irelaiid in. 
terms that could have been uttered in 
1978: "Of all the animosities which 
have existed among mankind, those whic 
are caused by a difference of sentimei 
in religiot ear to me the most in- 
veterate and distressing, and ought tc 
be most deprecated.” Though regarding 
“religion and morality as essential tc 
civil governmentt” he deplored reli
gious antagonism and strife.

As Commander to the Continental 
forces, Washington told a meeting at 
the Reformed Protestant Dutch Church 
in Kingston, New York on November 16, 
1782, that the Revolution against En
gland was being fought to advance botr 
religious and civil liberty, "religion^
überdies being as essential as our WASHINGTON
civil” ones. In an ■ - to the United 
'Dutch Reformed Churches of Hackensack and Schalenburg, New Jersey 
at the close of the war, he mentioned the "protection of our civil 
and religious überdies” as one. of the achievements of the Revo
lution. He told a German reformed congregation in New York City 
that the “establishment of civil and religious liberty was the 
motive. which induced me to the field.”

After his Inauguration as President on April 30, 1789, 
Washington acknowledged the congratulations of twenty-two dif
ferent religious bodies, including Roman Catholics and Jews. In 
thirteen of the twenty-two messages, there were direct references
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to us liberty. Washington commended the Catholics and
Jews for t firm Support of the levo lut ion and ’noped that 
they would prosper in a smr wh.r , '..--mce would soon, he 
hoped, replace prejudice. He . . • _ - : : _ ' 1 _ - .opalians
that the establishment of religious freedoin through a constitu» 
tional System separating church am . „ Mild t - n-r, le
for "Christians of different denominations (to) dwell together 
in more charity, and conduct themselves in respect to each other 
with a more Christian-like than ever they had done in
any ter age, or in any other nation.’*

"THE HO11O1S OF SM1IT---L 1 htavlT’
Virginia B - cpressed tru ~ ■ it the omission

of a Bill of lights from the new Constitution in 1788. Washing
ton replied by promising to use his office to et''e<. tual
bar against the Horrors of spiritual tyranny and every spe- 
cies of religious persecution". He said, "Every man, conducting 
himself as a good Citizen, and being accoi ove
for his - ' 'u.s opinions, ought to be protected in worshipping
the Deity according to the ■ :- - w : : his own conscience." 
Many historians eite this exchange as a nu event in the succes
sful casipaign for a federal . of lights.

During the war Washington showed himself to be a zealous 
guardian ___ _ . _s freedom. He did . . . __  . _e Quäkers,
who generally refused to hear arrns and were pro-British by con- 
viction. He was , _: s : ms of Catholic st , _ „ - -.1 several
or. ’-f’ ' s. In 1775 he warned American emissaries to Canada to 
refrain from showi ■ . ' - - e "--iomln - "'s Sen
timents of that nation whom the Americans were seeking to woo. 
In 1774 he had refrained from the type of anti-Cath' . r ' "v :,nat 
swept over the coloni.es in response to the -sbec
Act by the British Parliament, (John Jay and Alexander Hamilton 
had claimed that the British had "established the sarg 
r.-.. ; of Popery" on the • of British North Am. ' . . As
Commander-in-Chief of the Continental armies, Washington pro- 
n_. .- ed the . ~ "Pope’s Day" or Guy Fawkes Day on
November 5, 1775, calling it a "ridiculous and cf stom
of burning the effigy of the Pope". Su in the colonials
by Catho in France and Poland strengthened the new spirit 
of tolerance.

Toward the tiny Jewish Community Washington also revealed 
a characteristic tolerance and friendship. He supported the 
abolition of religious tests (Article VI of the Constitution) 
which had been aimed at Catholics and Jews particularly. He 
approved of the First Amendment‘s religious liberty clauses. 
In January 1793 Washington sent the congregation
of the New Church (Swedenborgian) in Baltimore, in which he 
p - ■ - ed, "We baue abundant reason to , -
land the light of truth and reason has triumphed over the power 
of bigotry and Superstition, and that ever person may here wor-
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ship God according to the dictates of his own heart. In this 
enlightened age and in this land of equal liberty, it is our 
boast that a man’s religious tenets will • : ; . ä protec-
tion of the laws, nor deprive him of the right of attaining and 
holding the highest offices that are known in the United States."

DEMEAN TOOBSELF AS A G0C1 (WITTE, MALE) CITIZEN

Perhaps Washington -= tree'■•ost ' sment as a religious über- 
tarian came on August 17, 1790. Re, _ „ z~ e ten- 
„dered to him by the Hebrew Congregi" * i e 3 ruat Israel in New
port, Rhode Island, Washington replied, in part,

*’Tlw ; _ : ,ens of the United StB tes of America have a right 
to applaud them i ür having given to Mankind examples of 
an enlarged and liberal policy, a policy worthy of im „t 
All possess alike liberty of conscience and imnranities of eit- 
izenship. It Is now no more that so.:ration is spoken of, as 
if it was by the indulgence of one dass of pe y .. , that 
another enjoyed the exercise of their inherent natural rights. 
For happily the Government of the United States, which gives to 
bigotry no sanction, to persecution no assistance, requires only 
that they who live under its protection should demean themselves 
as good citizens, in giving it on all occasions their effectual 
support. ’*

Washington's record on religious liberty was not unblemished. 
He could not bring himself to believe that a proposed Virginia 
law to finance e -aus education through public funds was vio- 
lative of religious freedom. Nor was he as intellectually com- 
mitted to absolute religious liberty as his contemporaries Jef
ferson and Madison. Nevertheless, in his quiet way, he was among 
the first to perceive that freedom of religio« was the underlying 
genius of the American experiment in self-government. (Church & 
State magazine is published by Americans United for Separation of 
Church $7.50 a year, 8120 Fenton St., Silver Spring,
Maryland 20910.)

•it tk it

73% of the voting citizens of the re of Michigan showed 
themselves wiser than General Washington in last November’s gen
eral eleo: 'n. They voteci down the state’s Parochiaid measure 
which would have allocated public tax credit money to Roman Cath
olic schcc; ' in Michigan. Michigan is far less than 73% Catholic! 
This ind r - at 'r- ed Michigan Catholics listened to the
still, small voice of the true Christ within their hearts and re- 
fused to obey the commands of their Bishops, who are guided and 
inspired by the false Christ, Looeamong« These physical plane 
agents of a hc.. ; son God suffered another resounding defeat 
when Congress adjourned October 15th and the Bishops* national 
Paroch'F'r 1'' . ' c in Committee withou_ - 7 s to the floor
for a vote. Her- ’i: La the -' us bigots are gearing
up for a t for Parochiaid in 1980. They neuer quit.
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k SELF-P0WE1ED PSYCHOTTONIC GENE1ATO1
By Robert Hoffman

Actually, the first device of this' type was invented by 
Christopher Hills several years ago. His Invention, on which 
mine is based, is called a Pi-Ray r. Technically speaking 
it is a Radionic broadcaster but that's where all siini Pari dies 
end. There are no selector switches, specimen wells, rheostats, 
rubbing plates or electrical power. Instead of utilizing rows 
and rows of dials like typical ncuiic counterparts, the Pi-Ray 
Coffer is tuned or pre-set to Etheric■energy fields and requires 
no tuning ent by the operator.

There are three basic compon- 
ents which help to power and filter 
the coffer’s energy fields. First, 
it incorporates the powerful effect 
of the pyramid form. But here it 
is two-dimensional rather than 
three dimensional I Hills found 
through exhaustive testing that 
two-dimensional pyramid had just 
as much power as one of three di- 
niensions. This was checked by 
careful checking with pendulums. 
I can assure you that Hills was 
correct in his findings.

Second, to further amplify and 
clarify the pyramid effect, a flat 
ceramic magnet is cemented directly 
under the capstone area of each 
pyramid. This now introduces pow- 
erful magnetic and electrostatic 
forces.

Third, a copper-wire spiral, 
rotating clockwise, is wound around. 
the pyramid stack on the outside of

THE HOFFMAN COFFER.the plastic tube which encloses the 
assemblyo This component is very 
important because it acts as a filter. (It also creates a pul-
sing or oscillating field. KHC) The wire is about four inches 
long. It’s purpose is to neutralize harmful and darigerous 
"negative” green energy which radiales from the bottoin of the 
s tack o f pyramid s.

It is not generally known that pyramids generate both posi
tive and negative green rays. Years ago it s . ;
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the top of the pyran i generates positive green energy
■och like _ _ id trees. This force is
safe £ em _ ; however, there is lieg _ _ j.eri energy
bei rated downwards within the pyramid. This is the
~ ~ o iah dehydrates and munr ~ _ organic t~ - • ■ -
ding l c - • _ . . So let that be a warning to anycr " ' _s'niag
on sleeping, ~ _ g9 etc., under a pyran _• Negative green
is dangeroi - ' w ’" ' s I ~ ' ad with unles the
person knows how to neu ts.

THE P0WE1FUL "PI-RAY"
Within the negative green spiral is a narrow ban 

the Pi-lay. This is extremely powe : . d must be hai _ . . ”.v.
care. Egyptian occultists found that this narrow band existed 
withh' ' " i' : an “ * e east-west plane,
The granite sarcophagus in the Great Pyramid was positioned to 
receive the Pi-Ray« But in t and cancel the
negative green energy, enormen _ -i stones, shaped
ürnewv'- ; t " ie w hemispheres, wev :'-sned atove
the sarcophagus. These also amplified the narrow u Ini
tiales to the Egyptian priesthood were irradiated by this ray 
to test their spiritual condition.

The three elements of our Pi-Ray ncorporate the
j. . ve Great Pyr. - ■ ~ ' It is activated by the coascious-
ness c e operator, and will ampiify whatever is present in 
that person’s mind, whether positive or negative!

(Jesus put it very simply in }. .ew 9:22: "Th ‘ ■ .. hath
®a<ie thee whole.” kJ- ~ <nic phys. ~ - the "Hind
ling = 1 . Re-read again COL Bearclenfs Statement on pa u,
where "virtual state modulations" of faith, of the will, "reach 
the quantum thresl and observable physical change results". 
That is, the person is healed. Werner sriberg was well aware 
t ‘ ;he "consciousness of the operator" couid uj - 
unprec s the otherwise predictable fimetions of the laws
of natur dly told his German audience at Hanover
in 1934, "The effect of t on the observed
body to be conceived as a disturbance partly uncoi • ■ ‘“d- . . ” 
A'r ne sick person wants his cancer disturbed, to where healing 
fort' ' s . ' ctively break up the mass and restore balance.)

It follows that whoever makes and ■ ray Pi-Ray in ..'ment 
should have a positive attitude. Those who use it for harm or 
evil are going to hurt themselves because the __ : .. „snstan-
tly "feeding back’* to the operator. A person who wishes someone 
to be killed may end up killing himself.

The basic function of the Coffer is that of a psychotronic 
or radionic broadcaster activated by a "witness", "tutiing“ the 
Instrument to the subject* s personal wa h and ar ying
their vibrations. Any sample will do, blood spot, g,
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Photograph, rr . • c s. : .sture, '!ven a 
thought. C; - . , like evezz • ~ ,
thoughts a. i -ari ■ * - urgy,
Tnese frei L- ‘ lergy are then intensified 
by the Pi-Ray; however, I have a-r>" ~ ur 
nuie ' amplt f:c ko : ,-d‘- • ~
originu* ~ l-j-z izz ~
power punch, as shown in the pho.
my «wu >---,n frcr uv r-e littl
ceramic disc magnets under the two-dimen- 
sional pyramids.

The pyramid -ssemoly is housed in a
plastic tube of suite Le _ength, 8 to 12 
inches, and diameter. The positive-rota-

e

tion spiral is attached to the outside of 
the tube, beginning at the North and its 
other end at the South. The pyramid-mag
nets are separated by dowel rod cut to 
about 14 in. lengths. The pyramids are 
drawn or painted on square pieces of plas- > 
tic cut to fit inside the tube, with the 
magnet glued directly below the capstone.

All of the magnets must be polarized or positioned to "pull" 
from the top. In other words they mt ict magnetic
energy in unison from top to bottom; so be sure to check than 
for polarity before they are glued. Also t’ne pyramid plates 
have to be arranged so their sides are parallel to each other. 
Leave a one inch open space at the bottom of the assembly for 
the Witness.

Preferably the Witness-Amplifier should be 1 isd away
from TV and other electro-magnetic ec_c ent. Mine works 
best outside where sunlight can radiate the assembly. The North 
end of the wire coil and that flau • ’ of the pyramids should 
face North for maximum eff':_er-;y of the L . Thus the other 
three sides of the pyramids point to the Cardinal c ’.s.

If a person wishes to energize hims-xf he -- or she -- 
shoulü pisst a witness of himself at the z^z -m of the tube -- 
which has a second ü^nc tube outside the wire coil. , ,u>.'-aal
messages may be added, such as "energy”, "love", "he 1 and so 
on. There are literally millions of uses for the Coffer. The 
possibilities are endless for those who live in the "borderland”. 
Have funI

* * ■&

This little psychotronic generator is ideal for the person 
who needs 1 prstection from psych-o <- , using his or
her own witne • _ u crotective symbol. Little ceramic disc
magnets can :• - ..^nased from Edmund Scientific Company, Barring
ton, New Jersey 08007. Send a dollar for curn
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CiiPS CLoTES S Co.vvE .'S
HE DIED WITH HIS BOOTS ON

"Well, one chief thief, Nelson Rockefeller, is )ne. I 
say he stole the gold from Ft. Knox, Kentucky. His shes done 
got quickly scattered. Only too bad some of those M -gogs 
cant suddenly join him like the present ones surroun ing the 
White House. Maybe not the old boy but just his gre ly ad- 
visors."

Caro11ton, 0 Lo

Yes, one of the Lords of Mate . .sm is gone, s- ddenly, 
victim of an attack. Cardiac arrest the r-*ii rts it.
We can think of other prominent political figures wh went the 
same way, J. Edgar Hoover suddenly dead in his offic . Secretary 
of the Air Force Donald Quarles, only 49, found dead n his bed 
in Washington by his butler. A couple of years ago there was 
a change of government in New Zealand, from liberal to conserva- 
tive; and Nelson lockefeiler flew down there to give the new 
government his NZ Associates Les White, and John Scott
were curious as to why RockereWer . : a bullet-proof car along
with him ’cr j ; ‘.ection when driving around in that nation* s 
cap’tal and cou**“ * d? What had he done to others that he should 
live in such fear? Plenty, apparently, and in the doing developed 
an enormous Sin Body, a E 1 - on the Threshold from which no
bullet proof car or armed guards are protection when It decides 
to strike back at its creator. Looeamong, the false Christ, 
guards his servants well -- as long as their Service is useful to 
Him; but when they are no longer He delights in destroying
them; for after all, this Moon God serves God-the-Destroyer; and 
our Dweller represents the Moon center in our bodies.

TAKE ME TO YOUR LEADER

"Saw the Merv Griffin television show this aftemoon, Jan. 
30, 1979. His interview guests were Durk Pearson, scientist who 
specializes in the study of longevity, Dr. John Lilly, who spe- 
cializes in communication with animals and fish, the Dolphin, 
and Stanton T. Friedman, physicist who lectures widely -- espe- 
cilly to College audiences, on the reality of UFOs.”

Ansley Hill, Moneterey, California

Yes, Mrs. Crabb and I watched the same broadcast in the even- 
ing over a San Diego Station. I wrote a congratulatory letter to 
Mr. Griffin for hosting an excellent program, but told him I had 
to take exception to Mr. Friedman’s final conclusion that the rea
son the UFOnauts dont come forth publicly is because the earth 
has no single leader representing the planet to whom they can be 
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taken : _ public recognition and acce-'u ce. What about the 
Secretary General of the United -su > s? For letter or for 
worse the United Nations is our world-government-in-being, and 
the Secretary General speaks for the member nations, over a 
hundred of them.

So, if a Flying Saucer ever lands at John F. Kennedy Inter- 
platw*- 'n Long Island, bearing visitors from
othe*- o..'ets, other Systems, the Secrftap General is the one 
person who should go openly and publicly there to welcome them; 
and it would be his or her responsbility to see to it that in
terplanetary ambassadorships are established at United Nations 
headquarters in downtown New York City.

Remember, millions of people here on earth have been men- 
tally and emotionally conditioned already to such an event by 
the Star Trek television series, and even to the planet earth 
joining an Interplanetary Confederation, with Earthlings taking 
part in space patrols.

A CLOSE ENCOUNTER WITH "CLOSE ENCOUNTERS”

”We were interested to read in the Sept-Oct 1978 Journal 
or reactions to the two films, ‘Star Wars’ and 'Close Encounters 
of the Third Kind’. We did not see the former but went twice to 
see the .autci, which left a big Impression on us bespiee the 
noise and confusion in it. We feit the of the gigantic
space craft at the end of the film was reward enough -- it was 
the nearest thing we had seen to a description of space ships 
in Oahspe -- and left us at first stunned and then elated. The 
rest of the audience appeared stunned, too, as did the previous 
audience we saw coming out; and we feel that, despite its short- 
comings, the film would have made a deep Impression on many and 
maybe opened a great many closed minds. We have since been told 
that at the end of the making of the film a real space ship 
came over the set for all to see, and that the lives of many of 
the workers on the film have undergone rb. i'trng change. We 
cannot vouch for this, of course, nor have we yet seen the re
port; but we would not be \ -.ed at all if it was true. We 
are Faithists, studying Oahspe, and feel that judging by the 
impact the film seemed to make on Melbourne audiences our Space 
Brothers could have been behind its making, especially the last 
part. Best wishes for 1979.’*

Miss E.S.K., Melbourne, Australia

EXTENDED TWILIGHT LEARNING
" ' approaches to life enhancement found so far, in our 

16 years of research, Extended Twilight Learning appears to be 
the most certain, complete, effective, enjoyable, miraculous and 
least expensive. Send for free folder.’’ Dr. L.A. Anderson, Ander
son Research Center, 2942 Francis Ave., Los Angeles, Cal. 90005.
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ENElff’ t ’ 1G1AMS AS I _ ’ IG AMD P10TECTING AGENTS
”1 have been using an Energy Diagram years which con- 

s-r - ' _ . . nge with a circle inside, anc above, a series 
of seven concentric circles into which the patient‘s witness 
is placed» treatment ig in the lower circle.

”As to the use of word witnesses in place of actual mv.xa- 
tions (such as homeopathic remedies, herbs, cell salts, etc. RHC) 
I have for years been using circles with the names of treatments 
arranged radially. Placing the witness in the center and letting 
the pendulum pick out the required treatment, and giving it 
through the pendulum. I have such diagrams for Bach, Bus ’rms 
the 39 Forces -- or is it 36? Musical notes.

"Exactly the same principle is brought into play in my Sys
tem ' g Mental Aberrations. However, no diagram nor
code is ne« • ry. Just tune the pendulum over the witness and 
ai>s x y Mental Aberrations to be treated. Pendulum will go 
into a series of radial Swings through which the required treat- 
ment is given.

“Having been reminded by a recently read article, t one 
of the '■ ~ ninent Rad hetists had discovered that e’-~ - ~
ease corresponds to a certar de^iee on a circle (the ZodiacT) 
it occurred to me that a similar method of treatment should give 
cornprehe ; coverage. With this idea in mind I tried It and 
found to my amazement that the pendulum was reacting in a siai- 
lar fashion, but on a number of ram-.-c.' , possibly about 1.3 cm 
i rt. Comprehensive indeeci! I have not as yet ascertained 
just what each ränge covers, but it is certainly effective.

”Sci' le pendulum will come to a stop in the middle
of a swing, in which case Positive gyrations over that spot 
will overcome the trouble, but care must be taken, not to let it 
go counterclockwise as it sometimes has a tendency to do. (But 
supp r • the patient’s condition requires counterclockr ’-w- turns

- - , . nee? 1HC) I wish the terra Broadcasting could be
abolisheci and replaced by Beaming, which would be more to the 
point in directing healing rays to a specific person.

T IWENT01 OF THE AU1AMETER
“Verne Cameron discovered that there was a stream of energy 

ag up from the top of a pyramid. I have not seen any mention 
that he found that this energy is noxious. He could easily have 
found out if he had taken the trouble to test my decontaminator 
diagram instead of brushing it off (and me) with the Statement 
that there is no energy emanating from diagrams apart from what 
is impacted by the maker of them. However, I noted that the 
truncated pyramids have a large stone cross on top. This, I 
found, nc- i iizes the pyramid ray; and I am under the Impression 
that such a pyramid may spread beneficial rays for some distance 
around it.
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"There is POWER in t -i r. f . le .
cross without any in ‘ een or otlr . _:T.. s isrp n n. It 
reverses the polarity of tap v.n.- h is ngi . ~ ' .e
s : - . - . T - It also pur ‘ . >ds which have s<we
undesirable additives in them.

«El FTOM TIE All
"Coioing back to water, there appears to be^a law that soBje- 

where in the Evaporation-Qondens - i i r r . - e • of water
Is reversed. Thus I haue found that snow 
and , .. . . - - . £ . ’e. haps that is
why a good rain is said to be so much b
any amount of irrigation. And also it may in part account 
the bene. ?d from in’naling medicated steam for bronchial
trot... . e benefit r ‘c ’ -

MAn inquiry icouver paper recently, as to whether dis-
- . was betten for Arthiin. s l =. ,, t . ... aiy wa-

t s - -U-‘. .. a reply from a doctor that it made no =. ~f ..ence --
r 'm ‘ “T water was just free from any solid m* ' My

,e pendulum ' • o .-d that the . • . ater was away
m h cases. The same thing may well apply to
other disea -- if only some KNOW-IT-ALL would do some - ,
(It may be, dear Associate, that such the scope
. any man-made Instrument ; .--ent, and only a skilled radies- 
t - ild discover the < . .nee. 1HC)

"Using an energy diagram such as mentioned above, a w 
supply can re. ' be treated, using a . ' :nt and
a _ ■ of the source to be covered, whether it be
tling pool or even ; line, the action being instantaneous.
I air» thankful to say that I have nr - . i or have had to,
z-- - 'rcton ' ' • - i or flo. . : -: - ' __ ie
these additives would also be neutralized. Nor do I know what 
. 'f-, . the change of polarity might have c . . For this reason 
I am now concentrating on the pipe lines coming to this place 
from my neighbour a couple of hundred yards away. It is nice to 

,joy a drink out of the tap, which wich was not at
at all advisablc? before.”

C.E.S., Peachland, British Columbia

e the above sh< - - . -- ■- couragement
to other As so to make some •' ' to develop psychic sensi-
tivity via the pendulum. You. may find this skill a life-saver 
s«netioie, for yourself and for others! Dr. Aubrey T. Westlake, 
in h' ■ >k, *- ; ■ • - —-- Health”, ‘ ’ sevt . * ? -
or symbols which have healing power. He says the most important 
of these are the Diamond, . - ■ ..oss and the Star of
hem. If it were me I would draw the pa- na piece 
of paper, place my Witness on it, suspend a pendulum 
over it and make clockwise Swings, a lot of them. Then 
repeat this pro«. >dically until I /
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«IjF

y-w --- d "-he self-powered Psychotronic Generator 
deslgned by Robert Hoffman elsewhere in this Journal, and ener- 
gize your healing symbol, sigil or pattem with that! We had 
a call from Pennsylvania the other day, from a man who finally 
realized he would have to heal himself of his digestive and 
other myriad troubles. The great handfulls of pills prescribed 
by his doctor were doing him no good.

He was a cook in a frat house in a College town. He bor- 
rowed a Johns-Hopkins book il Ins trat ing h ~ -c ■ fror. 2.
medical Student. Page by page he went through this with his 
pendulum. If he got a clockwise swing over that symbol of a 
portion of his anatomy, he went on to the next drawing. If he 
got a cc„ * r- _ l.-ckwise swing, he stayed on that page and for
ced his pendulum to make clockwise Swings, hundreds of them,in 
a willed ez z m to balance the condition there. Drive. :y rain 
and discomfort -- not to mention m „ w. 5 d , _ 1‘. --
he kept at it for months, years, until he restored himself to 
reasonably good health.

The -.-\z z • z: -'m -"ition about Radionic literature. 
He wants to get into more sophisticated zz' zetic techniques. 
One of the fraternity brothers was having back problems and the 
cook offered to help give relief with his new-found healing 
powers. Tr -- z -..rr reluctantly and skeptically agreed. When 
results began to come the Student paniced. He didn’t want any
thing more to do with voodoo magic!

Of coi if this Student is a Devotional Mystic -- and the 
majority of the people in the world are, according to D.K. -- 
then the real reason for his rejecting the healing is deeply bur- 
ied z-^~z' •< z -- for real or fancied wrongs done to
others -- for which he must suffer. We were recently reminded 
that the high priest, of Orgone, Dr. Wilhelm Reich, frankly clai- 
nied only a 107« success rate in his psychiatric counselling. 
The commonly shared Hneed to suffer” may be the reason.

MEETING THE DWELLE1 ON THE THRESHOLD
”Since receiving your booklet, ’letro Me’, and using the 

protective rituals daily, we have been doing much better. How
ever, at this point it appears that the cause of the attacks 
is more on the order of the Lues of Hecate that you spoke about. 
Since meeting my husband two years ago I have been fighting a 
virus that wont go away. Sometimes it is worse and sometimes 
it is better. My husband had it before he gave it to ine. It 
is terribly tiring. It uses the energy I need to meditate with. 
I’m interested in the Radionics that you spoke of in relation 
to these diseases and also the reim . Could you send me 
more Information on this? Is there someone in Florida who does 
it? I am desperate to get well and back on the Path.n

Mrs. J.P., Ft. Myers» Florida
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It’s really a con ■ ■ ■ . J.P., and if you per-
sist in the .* _ „j f - ective ritual» night and sorning,
you will eventually war down yc _n ackert. In fact, as a
-i =nt of the Mysteries determined to get on and stay on the 

Path, f _ - have to use protective and cleansing ritt.. 1 _.g- 
ularly anyhw; oth : i t . “fallen angels“ will succeed in 
their never-ending efforts to drag you down to their degraded 
level.

THE LOBS 0 i t iE
Look up the ’n ; . ,»s in yc s : * :, ry and you I . J - 27.0

t : is a Portuguese word meaning "plague, but the medical 
t. n : has used it f r - : 1 < t ' " : ' Syph

ilis. - 1, of co 7 = ‘ a traditional name for the Goddess
. ricraft and Ch t ,: :h. The founder of Radionics, Dr. Si

bert Abrams of San Francisco, in making r 'dc diag". tts " 
t • ; * ' ; t . clinic, found that there are traces
of syphilis in all of us! This is the ”sin of Adas“, an inter- 

~.s„-ase, brought here originally by Luv—d; and the
;a angels -- human and non-human -- from the condenmed planet 

Maldek. That is my opinion at least; and it is hinted at broadly 
by D.K. in the “Treatise on Cosmic Fire“ when he speaks of cer-

■ i. . : i.ditions in the "body of the Planetary _ j s".

So this is genetic venereal disease, almost impo• i ’ 
--'-w r- - .ause the aura of the planet is saturated with it. 
It nianifests individually as the devitalising, vampiris iiig effect 

< cribed by Mrs. J.P.; and can be seen sometimes as all 
personal monster, the Dweller on the Threshold, a Frankenstein, 
a Dracula, the “Shadow“ of Dr. Jung, barring our way to further 
-j . .. 1- rancement until we face up to it courageou 1 r’.d 
overcome it«

We dont know of any Radionist in Florida -- none who wo’ 
care to have his name revealed at least; but when I wi .-v'/er- 
ing such devital!sation years ago I used prote » rittials regu- 
larly. I also got a ; . the 12 Schussler Cell salts, each of 
which represents one of the Signs of the Zodiac, and a book on 
their use; and, - ring instructions, dosed myself with them. 
The Cell Saits are not drugs but natural substances and require 
no prescription from a doctor. If I had known about Psychotronic 
Generators then, such as the one described by Robert i :ftian in 
this issue of the Journal, I would have b one and placed it 
over a snapshot of me, along with a copy of one of the healing 
Symbols suggested by Dr. Westlake, and left it there night and

12 ’ - ' »ng r '' raed necessary.
Is Radionic diagnosis really necessary if one has a proven 

broadcast or beaming Instrument such as the Hoffman Pi-Ray .ffer? 
I do not think so. I do think it is necessary to back up one’s 
desire to get well with positive, . i it physical action of 
some kind, a self-help program maintained with persistence until 
results are obtaineci -- with the help of one’s Higher Self.
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FINDING THE IäJTH IN THIS LIFE TIME
"I war: .■) away from the Lu': *k-.n: - - d . being 

anxiou 3 t' zne truth in this 11 zu t ,rne I have been indis- 
criminate about sending for everything that ach =• ro 1 st-5 1ight- 
Truth and r* 1-te* subjects. Enclosed is aze-? ~are of one 
school that I have been tempted to join except fas out-of- 
reach fees. Also another which has not completed Its lessons, 
nor answered my Leiters, nor refunded my money!

"Three years* worth of your Journals had piled up and I 
was about to cancel my subscription, when I decided to read. 
through some and found many interesting articles, especially 
your opinions and facts on various occult-mystic schools. 
Many are not what they profess to be. Many do help but be
cause of the frauds prefer to stay in darkness. Please write 
more articles re: Scientology-Dianetics-groups to save sincere 
students precious time and earned energy to devote to the 
Right Hand Path.

"l’m sure the fate of Jim Jones’ People’s Temple would 
have been spared if there were more publications such as yours 
to bring out the facts."

Mrs. D.B.M., Boulevard, California

If precept and example do not teac.h a person the difference 
between the true Christ and a false Christ, then he or she will 
have to learn by bitter experience! One of your most precious 
possessions as an evolving Goddess is Discrimination, the ability 
to discriminate between the false. and the true. If you think 
you've been had consider the devout Catholic who goes to Las Ve
gas for a little fun, and sees his parish priest there, in civ- 
vies«. in. a casino, with a good-time girl on each arm; or the 
idealistic American in Italy, touring the Vatican with a guide, 
and asking in all innocence, "Who’s suite of rooms are those?" 
And the nrr:--"-feet guide repli.es, "Oh, those belonged to the 
Pope's mistress."

Jim "Dracula" Jones is an extreme case, of course, but as a 
Student of the Mysteries you. should always be aware of the fact 
that wherever there is the Black Magie of the Left Hand Path 
there is fear and there is aberrated sex. Beware the metaphyscial 
teacher who boasts that he or she is above sex, or of the reli
gious leader who insists, as Jones did, that married couples sleep 
apart. This makes them easier bärgets for the nightly sexual de- 
pradations of the leader*s Dweller on the Threshold. Jones also 
forced the members of his inner circle of blind devotees to de- 
clare themselves homosexuals and lesbians, and to insist that 
they ind“ g in such relationships.

You must realize that this was the secret of his enormous 
hypnotic power over thousands of people, the nightly "charges"
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,f uaf _ . ...sc-.ec - l xX t. <- . These
constant _ . . . *■ 'n:-,-- h .r-e J , .- j. r p

. i • ■ : l. . hotisands.

A . S 0RACOLA
\ . T _ ! nigh 7 : s ‘.n-J t . . * --1 * t ~. r hr

- . T - . ' • -rang Je. hayzl-z T r, * ?i r-r:z' ng«-
-. r - e _ c - i oae of the n":.; ,i - . . . re -a«
„L; __ -.T' And afterwetc '.'= -.u, v .,„.1 snw

p bites on her body. It is. - .1 . . _ - . £. , z
was normal and the deex s suggesr j .. ' o_ L- . ncTaates 
that Jones h« - _ r?sr<d — “g"--' — - » '-er* Hand

. ere the ma „ t . - r-na from _ .c. -tu ne
cessary to maintain co- l . His Dweller had taken over, The 
coTsmar - - -- । • n Jones but they were only echoes of the desires

: - t ■-/.< ?rci.e . The vicious attacks on 
otees who finally woke up and tried to break away, the for-

.. g of Be*v e up all their prop* tu 12"plelfc.
Tangl-c. ar ix. indications of evil control, constantly chall«-
-lr.? _ j.r -r hypnotized humans to wake * - -- * ..cmg on.

This is why tt.P. Blavatsky warned me 1
up in London, “Treat }■•' - ' ' T -Ci :r . t": : w

s ■:. j .- . Which indeed it is, becau* '‘ . i n cao
„ .ad use it to abuse his Student but eventually he

.. - - .mself -- as Dion Fortune points o ’lsster
on the Qliphoth in her masterpiece, “The y -

“Consequently the man who gives way , - soon finds
that he is not merely expressing the Impulses of his own unde- 

j-r lapen nature, bv i - •' u ,~rean
i - i .ar Pitri, no doubt) is urging him on, : :
f . • one outrage to another till finally he loses his seif- 

i« : and discretion, and is swept away to s.-._ lestruction 
by some incautious expression of his impu

An even more strIking example than Jim Jones was 'Richard 
Nixon, who*s “outrages” forced him to resign his President

ace. It is true Jones forced the suicides of
over 900 people at Jonestown in Guyana; but he was a piker com
pared to Nixon, who heartlessly ordered the U.S. . ■ t
conduct mass bombing raids on Camb< .' , CI . , 1 in
which thousands upon thousands were killed. Nixon also has a 
distinction which can be claimed by no other President, 25 »ewbers 
of hi~ : ’ - : \-ve gone to prison m'~ : u s in his
name. Is 1 : Hand Path? I dont know. That’s his de-
cision; but he doesn’t seem to have shown any sign of remorse yet 
for his . . , no love, no cotnpassion ' . ' ose w . . I :r: i at
his hands. Con ■ this revealing remark of his chief henchman, 
H.R. Haldeman, in his book, “The Ends of Power**: “To this day 
the President doesn’t know how many children I have. He never
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bothered to ask.**

But the ex-president still has millions of blindly de
voted followers who refuse to face the facts of life because 
it is their basic nature to lead with their hearts rather,than 
their heads! We find the answer in the “Treatise On Cosmic 
Fire’% where D.K. gives the approximate numbers of the human 
Monads using the earth as an evolutionary schoolroom: w35 
tho -'s of love (the devotional types who flock
t~ - _ - pO'Otxcal sp^I Landers), 30 thousand mil
lion Monads of activity (the mental types), 5 thousand r,__lon 
Monads of power”; so the evangelists and demagogues will always 
have a supply of devotees, determined to be ruled by the Gods 
without, of looking to their own God within for inspir-
tion and guidance.

MÄ1E YOU MYSTIC 01 EGGHEAD?"
We discuss the three basic human types at length in our 

talk of the .ard the three Baths: the First Ray
or brüte Power type, the Way of the Pagan; the Devotional Mys- 
tic type, the Way of the Heart; and the Hennetic Scientist 
type, or Way of the Mind. These are the three pillars on the 
Tree of : le Cabalist. The whole man or the wl__s woman
must have all three in balance and under control. If you want 
to study this the material is in BSRF No. 24-A, Chapter Two on 
”The Three Paths”, 95 pages, lllustrated,

It doesn’t seem likely that there are any pure Ist Ray 
Power types in incamation at the present time, no Genghis 
Khans, no Alexander theGreats; for if there were they would 
focus so much ctive power through themselves they would
indeed make of the earth a second l'a ‘ •'•-.-k, a burnt out cinder 
breaking up in space. No:, the pagan power struggles are left 

would-be "Napoleons” like the Shah of Iran and the 
"Pope” of the Moslems, the Ayatollah Khomieni. As ? . ree.Land 
scientlsts we must be aware of the Moon Gods behind this holy 
war in Iran: Looearnong the false Christ, and Thoth-Gabriel the 
false Mohammed.

The great industrialists and bankers of America are physi
cal plane agents of the false Christ. One of their Instruments 
of pagan power is the CIA. In 1953 there was a palace revolution 
in one of the Principalities of the false Mohammed, Thoth-Gabriel 
Iran or ancient Persia. The Shah was kicked out and Mosadegh got 
in. The Lords of Materiality in America wanted that Persian oil. 
They offered the power-htr - Shah the help of the CIA to get Mos 
adegh out and him back in and on the throne. He accepted and 
won; but he was a traitor to the God of his own Moslem religion; 
and th jup opened the door for Looeamong to get control
of one of Thoth-Gabriel‘s important dominions. That threat has
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now been ; id by the successful cc . -i - : ution .-uii m
! - i . u -. i _ :ie arL - d: - t-,: - . • - - c . j.A.e - .
P .. . c. I c/i newsc&i's , Lao-
of the hypnotic o: cf a recn le j ;i •. or a: ru ko.-
lahs guided their revolution to sut • Nevertheless, the lar- 
f r ..i /c- ■ ■" ti r t-$ Shrcjr .-T r et-- tj.s t'rrf: ha- tec<
ui' „c The Shah has shaken Iran our. -f irc- d-rj lentury feudal- 
ism. The , :■' " f i .ssatisf^ction have beer ol-nted, among the 
younger pe s sexes, at least, and they will never be
content to go back to the s ways.

Coinpared to the Moslem pope of Iran, Jim Jones was a small 
time opera :. For the Ayatollah has stated that at his werd he 
cou . a Holy War, an orgy of self-ch - o in Iran cosn-
: ■ ‘ our Civil War of a hundred years ago.

THE t o ,n OF NW YOW CITY OF 1863
No, Archbishop John Hughes of the New York Archdiocese did 

r t : i rebeIlion against the Union but his Irish Catholic
parishon . ~ L .. e 1 je-, „he cause of the South in the Draft
Riots of July A .Irish immigra: _o e e men on the econo- 
mic tote . . Months 6'/..e . Lincoln.’s Emancipation Proclama- 
tion had freed the nseks from sla»-r , Masters of moc psycho- 
: c i upo’ 1 .aars that the. . z 3 would be taken by 
blacks when they would be drafted into the Union army.

*The actual drafting . f men in New " z ' was scheduled
begin on Monn i ]_ 2, .*> . . All Sunday afternoor *:?• Irish

jammed the bars of the Ea . ? and the headquarters of the vol- 
unteer fire Companies. Their mob anger mountes - treir liquor 
vanished,” writes Burnett McLom ’ i 3 k, **An Inquiry Into
the Assassination of President Lincoln”. ”Whe _ 3 ou zost mar- 
j . .. : ted drawing nam.es s. i i Monday morning, the
warst riot in A: : . , - l : -/ _-kr . »ose. Shoobing started.
Paving stories and brickbats came 11 ing through the Windows. 
Kerosene was durnped over the floor, and the Governmen . : i,_ 
was i

”As werd spread of the defiance of the Government, the crowd 
; .-w, until some fifty thousan . ' ro‘ ’ i le '.'.nclics,
took over the city. They looted ti- or Stores and then star
ted on t . t. s .. crime. Telegraph lines were torn down to 
i.-r )t ; ._ : c * i :■ The homes of the rieh on Lexing-
ton Avenue were ransacked. Clothing anc r ;ery Stores were rob- 
bed and -~ -< ’ "vildings were set on fire.

”The fury of the lawless mob was ;i'.a ‘ . > .meentrated on
Negroes. The barbaric männer in which the mobsters tracked down 
Negroes, ed them, and slaughtered them is reminiscent only
of the . .-iys of lynchi c •; '"i ' . .• ©.South -- episodes
which the Church wu._: . o.sly condenm i . e UiTS. With the
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usual cowardice charac . i ip conceiitrated.
its fury on the - .tan as - . lildren, ■ on
Fifth Avenue, between 43rd and 44th streets. The : - * Zif
fer t to bum the 233 children
alive. Some 2000 Irish men and women in md and through
the building shu„.c.wig ’Murder the danmed monkeys’, and 'Wring the 
riecks of the danmed Lincolnites!* . .

’*Many members of the police force and, later in that gruesome 
._ik, .M . _ - - - re wounded, besten, and m * the mob. . .

The riot, with its hangings, 1 ng and arson continued
uuchecked thron, . .. - 1.. t , 14th and 15th. Only two _ s nild 
subdue the tnob, the Roman Catholic Church and the U - --- Anny.
But the Church would do nothing and ehe Anny had left New York City.

THE WION STA1BED IN THE BACK
M. . . All a\ 3ps had been rushed to the Pennsyl

vania township (for the Gettysburg campaign, which reached 
clisax on July to saulted Union lines.
New York City itself was left with only its brave but artoo 
small pol . ' -- a force that had never been organized or
trained to cope with a mob of 50,000 frenzied men and women, 
many intoxicated. all lawless and out of control.

"Vital as was the battle taking place in Gettysburg, the 
United States Arrny nevertheless was compelled to rush many sol- 
diers to New York in order to crush the • erous oi ' zr 
the rioters. New York officials, grasping the significance of 
the religious issue, asked be senk. Thus
nine New York regiments and one from Michigan, loyal Ä ■ 
Union troops, deployed from the battle against the Coi ..z 
secessionists, were finally able to restore order in the city. 
The mopping up operations were completed by Thursday, July i. .

"During the entire course of the Draft Riots, the Arc top
had been in New York. Catholic historians depict him :ly,
pathetic, broken man who, in response to the plea of Governor 
Seymour, crawled to his porch and from his chair of pain begged 
his ir munder and pliinder and go back
to work. He retumed to his sick bed and, these historian .-te, 
he died six months later.

"The historical facts present a totally different picture. . . 
That he could have stepped in and stopped it on the first day, 
there is no doubt, for it was almost exclusively a mob made up 
of his followers. , and safely, among the
rioters. . . Many writers of the time feit that the N< 
riot was a nie sh
with riots, arson and poisonlng attempts in other Northern -■, 
in order to subdue the Northern will to ... In this
-. ' Archbishop Hughes can only be viewed as an _ w 
the scheme (he) showed no will or desire to restrain his people. 
He finally did speak to them after remaining silent throughout
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the riots. When diel he - his silence? The i -Mr .. e 
Army had returned to New ■, v t had -nm J j t an end
to the riot by the use of - i . . -c : an he did
(speak up) what did the Archbishop tu ' ? His speech
was nothing ■ : i । i : 1 . : 5 epi-
taph } - 5 "S of sileace.

“During the • . t : - . t o.: 2 ad spent Ms days
co®»- 5 । r > • c ‘ son- . 1 0 words da»ing Horace
Greeley. - . *• . t ir ' f J. vMf- : - M .rsday, July 16th,
Gree . r j_ _ : ed this historic doewnent. It is a letter that 
-.ar. - e t cribed only 1. <„ .Ml m of the : . -1 - r mr-
ther inciting the rnob to contimie th< : . .

**If the Icrnan Cath Church, in the action (or lack of ac
tion) of its most raunte _ ” n-. . u so . * ilp the nation
survive, why should anyone be surprise _ 2 ■ - h rd through
in its sympathy the Confederacy and hi < hand in tli : ~ t 
to 'n ■ . *t •-e Union’s most beloved leaceM When it condoned all 
the inurders in New York, why should it he: . - 1 j a party
to the Y - ' assassinate the President -giinst whos- “'c'k'us 
these nmrders were directed?“ (from ”An M । liry Into
The Assassination Of President Lincoln”, published ' Mr Mnart, 
New York, 1963)

TU1NTMG THE TABLES ON SCIENTOLOGY
Dear Riley: "About three years ago I : - -• m. help
(several - <■ of our ’I* ' brochure, $1.00 eac z " "Ms
lady who had to defetid M - - : using Psychic Self Defense 
with our help. The enc. : _d news clip may be of interest insofar

* turning the tables on Scientology in this area." 
Dr. I.S., . ; •• . erta, Canada

"SCIENTOLOGY SUIT HITS A MAJOR SHAG”
Saint JohnM Calgary Report, Dec« . I : ”The legal i r- 
tween the Chui : : itology on the one hand 1 : it determined
Alberta c - । 1 the other has reached a critical development,
not perhaps anticipated when the seiet. j g : mched their suit 
two years ago. Last week in Supreme Court chambers at Edmonton, 
Mr. Justice A.M. Dechene imposed three Orders upon them:

"1. Deposit $2500 with the court as security for costs (in- 
cluding t l - z t " - z should scie ■ t g lose);

”2. . 1 mut questions in the preliminary exam-
ii : ” Ms wery.

”3. Possibly 1 ‘ •. of all to ■ n - £ y and
most illuminating for the . . , - wide a record of all its 
income and spending from 1975 to the present.

“This development, says ' 1 -wyer Ken : -z -: .k who
represents seven of the eight _ .ndants, is a first in the copious 
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- -al . v‘-=*3colögy: ’This is tr.t kn.: ~ : 'ne
of its lawsuits has been successfully used against it, t© force 
i x.'u^ation on its own affatis

"In this partioiLar legal action ■ - ® and
_ * -".thcor *" -’f'-s of the Church of Seien-:; - n */
_ants of Edmonton and Calgary: Evelyn Hamd: ictaian,

Elizabeth McCoy, William Reid, Neil Taylc: - K   - Brencton
Moore and Lorrn Levett. . All were former tclx' . .s- Loraa Levett 
was a se . -.c -t and holder of the orga : > -. < s t s - 
T-oachise until she qult in 1974. Seiest-: - .srplain
that le devoted herseif to working against them, of-

. Programming by vay cf onality reinforce- 
ment' > fonned around her which carried on a damaging

, to public ''■rganizatiom and officials.

"All - ~ 1 - w -;71”ENSW
"The letters are said to have been se t ■ - - ~eSs 

Bureaus, the Canadian Mental Health Associatitn, the Immigration 
department and the national revenue department, among others. 
The E€ nerally, was that the Scientology movenient was evil
and a menace to Canadian citizens, and that its financial affairs 
r- ar looking into. The three local scie -- missions

‘ 1,000 in ber 1976, claüning they had been dam-
aged by false and injurious Statements. The ess : . idants
eabarked upon tl . -.-wace of the truth, the - ’ - T' ilt, if 

ictive, defence against a übel or slander action.
They further argued that they had acted in the public interest. 
Tr- s were justified, they claimed, .. , <e coninon con- 
venience ai iety*.

"After two years the lawsuit is still in its preliminary 
There have been the usual * examinatio:. ■ '

where the opposing lawyers question those involv«
- ■ h the . But while tk- T-.;: ■ siters ' - -■ :

disc their experiences and opinions, Scientology representa- 
„ es have apparently evinced less enthusiasm. 1 - argued 
la . - ,-_ k last week, since the Levett _ ip’s defen~- 1*
that what they are saying is true, the seien raust pro
vide back-up documen requlred.

*’ know that a long drawn out suit can in-
: - _ch . -ship on either litigant that it may become a pun-
.--jient and a weapon, even if it is never completed.

35-minute debate, Mr. Justice Dechene laid down his conditions. 
The next move is up to the scientologists. They can bow to the 

>duce the $2500 surety and the financial records the 
defence says it needs, and Increase the general level of Cooper
ation. Or they can appeal his ruling within 30 days. Or they 
could de« to cut Publicity losses and drop the suit.”

It ’s good to know we*ve been of help in tl
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-i $ -i Book Sales, Mem- 
berships ratterns. ; _ . f__ __
Cost of Goc - ' S .

S5 * t C '*_< Lz . „ .
- r7 ■*. -1

EXPENSES: Salaries, Taxes, laut
Repairs, Supplies, Insurance, 

i’.- preciation, Car

" r; •
1- ■•? >ii Hand ~ J>- - r
Iwentory _ t ■-

Equipment and
:* - . re . >:

Ref _ i - J

. p __ i
Total Assets ne
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Accc _ ... ~
Reut _r
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497 lief - i
Meinb-.i . p ( j
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Now we’re into < le XXXV ofthe lotmd lo: . xrnal, t. f r Mrs. 
Crabb and I our 20th year on the '-v i dquarters., We
, :.>k over from Meade .. z le ; r. . . - . j in May '
missecl Publishing an issue so far — thanks to th' ■ i.r.:./<-
wor -.11. . iti. <1. . nee of members t c.
superimposed on our own deten . . r. • * :. : • .* < • here at the 3-D 
physical level. There have be< - ; ; : n:.
none successful because of our inv . : : -i .1 come^„: was.
Bob Beck, I1 w ^ernment connr z:-vns, loolcec' c ■ c- finan- 
..... . iditicrti back in 1965 and was so s’nocked at our shoestring
finances that he predicted BSRF wo . ‘- 3 : ' - : , year! He

nd that there were no secret bank accoimts, no huge Insurance 
policies, no other property t ’ is, with its mortgage. We are 
' i.~: we appear to be, a non ' c ~ " organization serving the public.
What might stop us and spoil our r ' i : > ic events
beyond our control, earthqu .usi. -- i ’ i t
storms -- such as are assaulting the mid-n• and eas~^c- i-.rts 
• ' . ' Jnited a. .> right now; but I suppose this is one reason 
why we were guicled . w. down- here in t’r [ ‘ ' Southern
'al.sf' n '• -t~. ' making the big move from Hawa.t r A look
--O the future revealed the i tr . . as coni_ • -w: r z erceful

for years and years to come. Then there are the man-mad .
- phies— such as t. ~ ,-’ke in the pa on since

last fall. This is why the yellow paper for the Journal. We 
wer- . : l r As the pac-e of

•ictioii increases we can expect more such inconveniences.
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ANXIOUS ASKERS ANSWERED
"We would appreciate your giving er t" -» fhrf ' • mal a 

mention of our Radionic work and also the availability of AG1 
machines tr,< tradcast treatment of plants). We note that you 
are referring potential clients to Galen Hieronymous, but we 
are in a good y fron to respond to Radionic n es, ~ > 
able to do so promptly.

**As you know we are one of your supporters-, and that in a 
big way. We have sold dozens of your fine boo We would
like to call on your help to enable us to determine 
agents and frequencies for various insects. ■ We do have so< 
these alree v " -^r.c^iched due to UKACO and M. - deneral Gross. 
But we need additional reagents at this time. Are you 
help us with this?”

Carl Schleicher, Mankind Research ünlimited, Ine. 
1110 Fidler Lane, Suite 1215, Silver Spring, Mary
land 20910, telephone (202) 882-4000

Glad to be reminded of your Services and products, Carl, 
and we urge interested Associates and friends to write to you 
for Information and literature. We dont have any more reagents 
identified for agricultural broadcasting at present but will be 
glad to send them along when and as they come in from researchers.

PROPOSED UFO RESEARCH GROUP AT UNITED NATIONS ST1
But tl _: :t of Dr. Hynek to have himself and 1 • 1 res

of the Illinois "Center For UFO Studies" to be appointed by the 
United Nations as Flying Saucer experts has failed, according to - 
the latest word from Colman Von Keviczky, ICUFON. Instead, the 
Special Political Committee, in a Nov. 27th meeting, requested 
the Secretary-General to invite Member ansmit Infor
mation and proposals for UFO studies to him by May Mean-
while, COL VonKeviczky has distributed to UN member secretariats 
a heavily lllustrated, 85-page "Memorandum" of Flying Saucer data. 
Most important is his reproduction . mi t ' cuments
stressing the reality of Flying Saucers, the a-
sion from outer space, and t'he pressing need ntinued surveil-
lance and evaluatlon of data. One glance through the ICUFON opus 
should impress United Nations officials of the seriousness of the 
S' 1 '-~t. If you‘d like a copy of the "Memorandum", send A' , 
to iCUFON, 35-40 75th St., Suite 4-G, Jackson 1 .- ts, New York 
11372. For Orders from overseas, the price 50.

"PSYCHIC SELF-DEFENSE, PART II, Methods Of Attack”
We have finally finished transcribing and printing BSRF 

No. 24-L, Lessen Sixteen in our series on the Cabala. Psychic 
attack can cause illness in a student of the If hic
Self-Defense -- if successful -- is healing! Thus we describe 
and illustrate the very successful psychic healing techniqi
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the Allen Kardec Spiritualist Heaiers cf brazil early in the book.. 
The three factors cotnmon to most psychic attacks are discussed 
and illustrated. If is difficult for n idents to accept
the fact that they are under attack, until deeply involved; then 
outside help must be sought. The ”why” of tne need for daily 
protective and cleansing rituals is explained . lies „ratet wttl 
actual cases from the Director’s own experience. The key Tarot 
trump for this Lessen is No. 16, ”The Lightrn -S.r .k Tower”. It 
illustrates a successful attack, brought on by a would-be Student‘s 
effort to change the direction of his or her life. Tnio talk takes 
us into that most disturbing of moral questions: The problem of 
Good and Evil, and what you, as a Seeker, must do about it. . $3.00

THE THREE PATHS FOR MAN, OR WOMAN, or "Are You Pagan, Mystic or 
Egghead?” BSRF No. 24 - A.

If you want to know your basic type we offer answers in this 
lesson on occult science, one of three chapters or lessons in our 
first book of studies and practices in the Mysteries, written by 
Americans for Americans of the Western Tradition. Each chapter 
has three subsections: 1. Theory, 2. Practice or Worskhop, 3. Dis- 
cussion. The book is indexed. There are many drawings and illus- 
trations to help the Imagination. This material, based on the 
Cabala, was developed and streamlined in classes in Florida and 
California. There are drills in concentration, relaxation, rhyth- 
mic breathing and visualization -- all necessary conditioners for 
controlled ESP or the expansion of consciousness beyond the phys* 
ical. You should know, the goal is Dream Control! . . . $3.75

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA, BSRF No. 35, Biographical notes on the Cap- 
padocian Sage from those who knew 

him personally there in Palestine in the First Century A.D. Apol
lonius was the prototype of the Jesus-figure and was actually wor- 
shipped as a God for over three hundred years. His writings, as 
Jesus, Paul and John the Revelator, make up most of the New Tes
tament of the Christian religion. Illustrated. ........................ $2.75
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k SELF-P0WE1ED PSYCHOTTONIC GENE1ATO1
By Robert Hoffman

Actually, the first device of this' type was invented by 
Christopher Hills several years ago. His Invention, on which 
mine is based, is called a Pi-Ray r. Technically speaking 
it is a Radionic broadcaster but that's where all siinilarities 
end. There are no selector switches, specimen wells, rheostats, 
rubbing plates or electrical power. Instead of utilizing rows 
and rows of dials like typical ncuiic counterparts, the Pi-Ray 
Coffer is tuned or pre-set to Etheric■energy fields and requires 
no tuning ent by the operator.

There are three basic compon- 
ents which help to power and filter 
the coffer’s energy fields. First, 
it incorporates the powerful effect 
of the pyramid form. But here it 
is two-dimensional rather than 
three dimensional I Hills found 
through exhaustive testing that 
two-dimensional pyramid had just 
as much power as one of three di- 
niensions. This was checked by 
careful checking with pendulums. 
I can assure you that Hills was 
correct in his findings.

Second, to further amplify and 
clarify the pyramid effect, a flat 
ceramic magnet is cemented directly 
under the capstone area of each 
pyramid. This now introduces pow- 
erful magnetic and electrostatic 
forces.

Third, a copper-wire spiral, 
rotating clockwise, is wound around. 
the pyramid stack on the outside of

THE HOFFMAN COFFER.the plastic tube which encloses the 
assemblyo This component is very 
important because it acts as a filter. (It also creates a pul-
sing or oscillating field. KHC) The wire is about four inches 
long. It’s purpose is to neutralize harmful and darigerous 
"negative” green energy which radiales from the bottoin of the
s tack o f pyramid s.

It is not generally known that pyramids generate both posi
tive and negative green rays. Years ago it s . ;
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the top of the pyran i generates positive green energy
■och like _ _ id trees. This force is
safe £ em _ ; however, there is lieg _ _ j.eri energy
bei rated downwards within the pyramid. This is the
~ ~ o iah dehydrates and munr ~ _ organic t~ - • ■ -
ding l c - • _ . . So let that be a warning to anycr " ' _s'niag
on sleeping, ~ _ g9 etc., under a pyran _• Negative green
is dangeroi - ' w ’" ' s I ~ ' ad with unles the
person knows how to neu ts.

THE P0WE1FUL "PI-RAY"
Within the negative green spiral is a narrow ban 

the Pi-lay. This is extremely powe : . d must be hai _ . . ”.v.
care. Igyptiaii occultists found that this narrow band existed 
withh' ' " i' : an “ * e east-west plane,
The granite sarcophagus in the Great Pyramid was positioned to 
receive the Pi-Ray« But in t and cancel the
negative green energy, enormen _ -i stones, shaped
ürnewv'- ; ; " ie w hemispheres, wev :'-sned acove
the sarcophagus. These also amplified the narrow u Ini
tiales to the Egyptian priesthood were irradiated by this ray 
to test their spiritual condition.

The three elements of our Pi-Ray ncorporate the
j. . ve Great Tyr, _ . ~ - It is activated by the coascious-
ness c e operator, and will ampiify whatever is present in 
that person’s mind, whether positive or negative!

(Jesus put it very simply in }. .ew 9:22: "Th ‘ ■ .. hath
®a<ie thee whole.” kJ- ~ <nic phys. ~ - the "Hind
ling = 1 . Re-read again COL Bearclenfs Statement on pa u,
where "virtual state modulations" of faith, of the will, "reach 
the quantum thresl and observable physical change results". 
That is, the person is healed. Werner sriberg was well aware 
t ‘ ;he "consciousness of the operator" could uj - 
unprec s the otherwise predictable fimetions of the laws
of natur dly told his German audience at Hanover
in 1934, "The effect of t on the observed
body to be conceived as a disturbance partly uncor • ■ ‘“d- . . ” 
A'r ne sick person wants his cancer disturbed, to where healing 
fo:.u- ' s . ' ctively break up the mass and restore balance.)

It follows that whoever makes and ■ ray Pi-Ray in ..'ment 
should have a positive attitude« Those who use it for harin or 
evil are going to hurt themselves because the __ : .. „snstan-
tly "feeding back’* to the operator«, A person who wishes sotneone 
to be killed may end up killing himself.

The basic function of the Coffer is that of a psychotronic 
or radionic broadcaster activated by a "witness", "tuning“ the 
Instrument to the subject* s personal wa h and ar ying
their vibrations. Any sample will do, blood spot, g,
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photograph, rr . • c s. : .sture, '!ven a 
thought. C; - . , like evezz • ~ ,
thoughts a. i -ari ■ * - urgy,
Tnese frei L- ‘ lergy are then intensified 
by the Pi-Ray; however, I have ~ ur
nuit ' amplt f:c Ar : ,<?■ • ~
originu* ~ l-j-z izz ~
power punch, as shown in the pho.
my «wu >---,n frcr uv r-e littl
ceramic disc magnets under the two-dimen- 
sional pyramids.

The pyramid -ssemoly is housed in a
plastic tube of suite Lc _ength, 8 to 12 
inches, and diameter. The positive-rota-

e

tion spiral is attached to the outside of 
the tube, beginning at the North and its 
other end at the South. The pyramid-mag
nets are separated by dowel rod cut to 
about 14 in. lengths. The pyramids are 
drawn or painted on square pieces of plas- > 
tic cut to fit inside the tube, with the 
magnet glued directly below the capstone.

All of the magnets must be polarized or positioned to "pull" 
from the top. In other words they mt ict magnetic
energy in unison from top to bottom; so be sure to check than 
for polarity before they are glued. Also t’ne pyramid plates 
have to be arranged so their sides are parallel to each other. 
Leave a one inch open space at the bottom of the assembly for 
the Witness.

Preferably the Witness-Amplifier should be 1 ied away
from TV and other electro-magnetic ec_c ent. Mine works 
best outside where sunlight can radiate the assembly. The North 
end of the wire coil and that f’.ac • ’ of the pyramids should 
face North for maximum eff':_er-;y of the 0 . Thus the other
three sides of the pyramids point to the Cardinal c ’.s.

If a person wishes to energize hims-xf he -- or she -- 
shoulü pizct a witness of himself at the z^z -m of the tube -- 
which has a second clastrc tube outside the wire coil. , ,w>.'-aal
messages may be added, such as "energy”, "love", "he 1 and so 
on. There are literally millions of uses for the Coffer. The 
possibilities are endless for those who live in the "borderland”. 
Have funI

* * ■&

This little psychotronic generator is ideal for the person 
who needs 1 prscection from psych-o <- , using his or
her own witne • _ u srorective symbol. Little ceramic disc
magnets can ?* - ..^nased from Edmund Scientific Company, Barring
ton, New Jersey 08007. Send a dollar for curn
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